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ABSTRACT
Static analysis tools report softwaredefects that may or may not be
detected by other verification methods. Two challenges complicat-
ing the adoption of these tools are spurious false positive warnings
and legitimate warnings that are not acted on. This paper reports
automated support to help addressthese challenges using logistic
regression models that predict theforegoing typesof warningsfrom
signals in the warnings and implicated code. Because examining
many potential signaling factors in largesoftwaredevelopment set-
tingscan be expensive, weuse ascreening methodology to quickly
discard factorswith low predictivepower andcost-effectively build
predictive models. Our empirical evaluation indicates that these
models can achieve high accuracy in predicting accurate and ac-
tionable static analysis warnings, and suggests that the models are
competitivewith alternative models built without screening.

Categor ies and Subject Descriptors
D.2.4 [Software/Program Verification]: Reliability , Statistical
methods; F.3.2 [Semantics of Programming Languages]: Pro-
gram analysis; G.3 [Probabilit y and Statistics]: Correlation and
regression analysis
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Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTI ON
Static analysis tools detect software defects by analyzing a sys-

tem without actually executing it. These tools utilize information
from fixed program representations such as source code, generated
or compiled code, and abstractions or models of the system. Even
relatively simple analyses, such as detecting pointer dereferences
after null checks, can findmany defects in real software [5, 9].
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There arewell-known challengesregarding theuseof static anal-
ysis tools. One challenge involves the accuracy of reported warn-
ings. Because the software under analysis is not executed, static
analysis tools must speculate on what the actual program behav-
ior will be. They often over-estimate possible program behaviors,
leading to spurious warnings (“ false positives”) that do not corre-
spond to true defects. For example, Kremenek et al. [13] report
that at least 30% of the warnings reported by sophisticated tools
are false positives. At Google, we have observed that tools can be
more accurate for certain types of warnings. Our experiencewith
FindBugs[1] showed that focusing onselected, high priority warn-
ings resulted in a17% falsepositive rate [3].

A secondchallenge receiving lessattention is that warnings are
not always acted on by developers even if they reveal true defects.
In the same study at Google, only 55% of the legitimate FindBugs
warnings were acted on by developers after being entered into a
bug tracking system [3]. Reasons for defects being ignored in-
cludewarnings implicating obsoletecode, “ trivial” defectswith no
impact on the user, and real defects requiring significant effort to
fix with little perceived benefit. Low criticality warnings such as
“style” warnings, for example, can beunlikely to result in fixes.

We are investigating automated tools to help address both of
these challenges by identifying legitimate warnings that will be
acted on by developers, reducing the effort required to triage tens
of thousands of warnings that can be reported in enterprise-wide
settings. Our reasons for focusing onlegitimatewarningsare clear.
Wefurther focusonwarningsthat will be acted on by developers—
not becauseignored warningsareunimportant, but becauseweseek
to maximize the return on investment from using static analysis
tools. The core elements of our approach are statistical models
generating binary classifications of static analysis warnings. One
unique aspect of thesemodels is that they arebuilt using screening,
an incremental statistical process to quickly discard factors with
low predictivepower andavoid the captureof expensivedata.

Sampling from a base of tens of thousands of static analysis
warnings from Google, we have built models that predict whether
FindBugs warnings are false positives and, if they reveal real de-
fects, whether these defects would be acted on by developers (“ac-
tionable warnings”) or ignored despite their legitimacy (“ trivial
warnings”). The generated models were over 85% accurate in pre-
dicting falsepositives, and over 70% accurate in identifying action-
able warnings, in a casestudy performed at Google. Both represent
anotable improvement over previous practices at Google for Find-
Bugs, where 24% of triaged warning reports had been false posi-
tives and 56% had been acted on. The results from this study also
indicate that screening can yield large savings in the time required
to generate models, while sacrificing little predictive power.
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Theprimary contributions of this paper are:

1. amethodology for screening factors related to static analysis
warnings that provides an economical means of generating
accurate predictivemodels;

2. a set of measurable factors for static analysis warnings and
programs, and the results of screening these factors in this
context; and

3. logistic regression models for predicting both false positives
andactionable warnings.

After introducing FindBugs and logistic regression techniques,
we present the set of factors and describe their screening. We then
present an empirical evaluation of the accuracy of the resulting lo-
gistic regression models using threebaseline controls.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 FindBugsat Google
FindBugs [9] is an open-sourcestatic analysis tool for Java pro-

grams. The tool analyzes Java bytecode to issue reports for 286
bug patterns [1]. These patterns are organized into seven cate-
gories: Bad Practice (questionable coding practices), Correctness
(suspected defects), Internationalization, Malicious Code Vulnera-
bility , Multithreaded Correctness, Performance, and Dodgy (con-
fusing or anomalous code). FindBugs assigns reported warnings a
priority of “High,” “ Medium,” or “Low” based oneach warning’s
estimated severity and the tool’s confidencein its accuracy.

Evaluations of FindBugs on commercial software suggest that
bug patterns have different false positives rates, and are of varying
importanceto developers when the warnings are accurate [3]. For
example, warnings about null dereferences are generally suscep-
tible to false positives because a tool cannot statically determine
infeasible control flow paths between null assignments and deref-
erences. However, in some cases, a null dereferenceis assured be-
cause there is a single path between a null assignment and a deref-
erence. This latter classof warnings is assigned a higher priority
by FindBugs and has a low false positive rate. Regarding fixes,
developers generally find null dereference defects important. But
when the null dereferenceoccurs while constructing an Exception,
the observed fault is that the wrongexception is thrown. This may
impact only exception logsandmay not begiven ahigh fix priority.

At Google, wehavedeployed FindBugsusingan enterprise-wide
servicemodel [15]; this involvesautomatically collecting, building,
andanalyzing variousportionsof the codebaseonarepeated basis.
The resulting warnings are triaged by a dedicated team and, when
appropriate, reported to developers. We performed a cost/benefits
analysis identifying this as a cost-effective approach for determin-
ing sufficiently interesting defects to report to developers. This
analysis also indicated that, on average, eight minutes were re-
quired to manually triage each static analysis warning.

Thescaleof enterprise-widedeployment ischallenging in alarge,
fast moving organization. Because static analysis tools perform
“whole program” analysis, the need to re-analyze large parts of a
software system could arise from small changes. Failure to do so
may result in missed warnings or, if the tool is conservative, an in-
crease in false positives. Running FindBugs frequently on a large,
evolving code base generates numerous warnings. Over the nine-
month period described in this paper, many tens of thousands of
uniquewarningsweregenerated byFindBugs.1Becauselargenum-
bersof new warningsarelikely to be a common occurrencein large
development settings, webelievethat it is desirable that support for
these tools, such as methodologies to build predictive models for
incoming warnings, be adaptable, flexible, andscalable.

2.2 Logistic Regression Analysis
Logistic regression analysis is a type of categorical data analy-

sis for predicting dependent variable values that follow binomial
distributions [8]. Logistic regression models predict the value of
a dependent variable y for a unit i based on the sum of a series
of coefficients multiplied by the levels of particular independent
(i.e., design) variables. To mathematically characterize this, let
Xi = (Xi1, . . . , Xin) be avector of independent variable values
for unit i. Let β = β0, β1, . . . , βn be coefficients that are esti-
mated byfitting themodel to an existing “model building” dataset,
whereβ0 is termed themodel “ intercept.” Logistic regression mod-
els predict the binary value Yi for i by calculating the probability
that Yi = 1 given Xi. This probability is:

P (Yi|Xi) =
eβ0+β1Xi1+β2Xi2+···+βnXin

1 + eβ0+β1Xi1+β2Xi2+···+βnXin

(1)

For details onlogistic regression and how Equation 1is derived, we
refer readers elsewhere [8, 10].

3. LOGISTI C REGRESSION MODELS
Triaging static analysis warnings in an organization as large as

Google is an expensivetask. We aim to build statistical models that
classify incoming static analysis warnings to reducethe cost of this
process. We initially considered a number of potential factors to
build thesemodels, which arepresented in Section 3.1. To increase
the adaptability and scalability of our models and the processused
to create them, we systematically screen these factors according to
theproceduresin Section 3.2 to incrementally filter out factorswith
low predictivepower.

3.1 Logistic Regression Model Factors

3.1.1 SelectingFactors
We choseour factorsandassociated metricsby drawing from our

own experiences with static analysis warnings at Google, as well
as the experiences of other researchers who have built regression
models in other software engineering domains. We draw primarily
from threerelated areasof application. First, we capturesome code
complexity metrics as does the work of Nagappan et al. [16] for
predicting post-release defects. However, in this work, we decided
to focusoncomplexity measuresthat aremorelight-weight andcan
bevery quickly computed onlarge codebases.

Similarly, we utilize work by Bell et al. [4, 18, 19] in building
regression models for predicting fault countswithin individual files
in software releases. Their work considered factors relating to the
size of the program, the recent change history of files, the recent
fault history of files, files’ age since the previous release, the pro-
gramming language, and the release number. Because we consider
only Java code here, and because we are interested in defects for
code irrespective of release, we do not consider programming lan-
guages and releases as factors. Many of our selections are related
to thefirst four aforementioned factors, however.

Finally, Kremenek et al. [13] consider factors related to the fault
history of files in an adaptive probabilistic technique for ranking
warnings, in addition to the files and directories themselves that
contain warnings. We do not consider factors directly related to
file and directory locality in this work, though many of our fac-
tors estimate other attributes of files and directories. Kremenek et
1The warnings are unique in that we used the FindBugs instance-
hash methodto track warningsacrossfile changes[21]. This serves
to identify previously-reported and duplicatewarnings; however, it
would not identify cases where a single defect triggers multiple
uniquewarnings, which we currently must detect manually.
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Factor Description
FindBugs warning descriptors

Pattern Bug pattern of warning
Category Category of warning
Priority FindBugswarning priority

Google warning descriptors
BugRank Google metric of warning’s priority
BugRank Range Category (range) of warning’s BugRank

File characteristics
File age Number of days that file has existed
File extension Extension of Javafile

History of warnings in code
File warnings Number of warnings reported for file
File staleness Days sincewarning report for file
Packagestaleness Days sincewarning report for package
Project warnings Number of warnings reported for project
Project staleness Days sincewarning report for project

Source code factors
Depth How far down (%) in file is warning
File length Number of lines of code in file
Indentation Spaces indenting warned line

Churn factors: files, packages, and projects (6 × 3 factors)
Added Number of lines added
Changed Number of lines changed
Deleted Number of lines deleted
Growth Number of lines of growth
Total Total number of lines changed
Percentage Percentageof lines changed

Table 1: Factors for static analysis warnings and programs.

al. [13] also discussthe use of churn factors similar to our own; in
our work, we investigatechurn factors in detail.

3.1.2 Original Factors
We selected 33 factors to incorporate into the experimental

screening methodology for generating our required models (Table
1), described in moredetail below.

FindBugsWarning Descriptors. For agiven static analysis warn-
ing, theFindBugswarning descriptor factorsaretaken directly from
theFindBugstool. Asdiscussed in Section 2.1, therewere286 pos-
sible warning patterns, seven categories, and threepriorities.

Google Warning Descriptors. To help triage warnings, we devel-
oped aprioritization schemethat we call BugRank. BugRank ranks
warnings based on previous triage and bug-fix statistics. Specifi-
cally, it usesthe empirical history of how often warningsonagiven
pattern havebeen falsepositive and how often they havebeen acted
on by developersasaprobability of each event happening. This in-
formation is blended with a default probability based onthe Find-
Bugs category and priority. As warnings are triaged and acted on,
theweighting of theobserved data increases. In this paper, weused
theBugRank associated with warnings at the end of May 2007.

BugRank is represented as a range from 0-100, where 0 indi-
cates a likely defect that will be fixed, and 100indicates an incon-
sequential or spurious warning. BugRank categories are ranges of
BugRank values, where 0-10 is Very High, 11-20 is High, 21-50 is
Medium, 51-90 is Low and 91-100is Very Low.

File Characteristics. We consider two factors related to character-
istics of files generating static analysis warnings. Our first factor

was inspired by Bell et al. [4, 18]: the age of files. Because we
do not use software releases here, we consider the number of days
sincethe file’s creation. Our secondfactor is related to Google de-
velopment practices: file extension. We use FindBugs to analyze
both standard and generated Java code, and many generated files
can bedifferentiated from standard Javafiles by file extension.

History of Warnings in Code. We consider five factors designed
to capture thehistory of static analysis warningsat threegranulari-
tiesof code: files, Javapackages, and projects. Thetypesof factors
we consider for these granularities are “number of warnings” and
“staleness.” The two number of warnings factors concern the to-
tal number of warnings that have been historically reported for the
filesand projects in question at thetimeof screening. This factor is
in part inspired by those in related work [4, 13, 18] concerning the
history of prior defects. The stalenessfactors capture the number
of days that have passed since the most recent warning was first
reported for thefile, package, or project at the timeof screening.

Source CodeFactors. We considered threesimple factors that aim
to provide insight into the codegenerating static analysis warnings.
The first considers the depth of the implicated code in the file, in
termsof percentageof linesof code. Our secondfactor analyzesthe
program to measure thenumber of spaces indenting the implicated
line of code. The notion behind this factor is that deeply nested
code is more complex than code in outer scopes. The third factor
considersfile sizein termsof total linesof code, which wasanother
factor considered in related work [4, 18].

Our source code factors are inspired by code complexity; how-
ever, they are purposefully not as sophisticated as traditional com-
plexity measures. In addition to the inconsistent predictive power
displayed in other work bysometraditional complexity factors[16],
due to the frequency at which static analysis warnings can be re-
ported and our desireto makepredictionsabout incoming warnings
quickly, wewanted to determinewhether a few inexpensive factors
could providesufficient predictivepower in models.

Churn Factors. Code churn is a general measure for the amount
of changing code, and how the code has changed. We consider 18
churn factorsat threelevels of granularity; thesethreelevels arethe
file, package (including sub-packages), and project levels.

For each level of granularity, we consider six churn factors. The
“added” factor considers the number of lines that have been added
to the file, packages, and project in the threemonths prior to the
dateonwhich thewarning wasreported. Weselected threemonths
because we did not want too short a window (e.g., one week) that
might not consider enoughchurn; this is especially relevant for the
file granularity, as many files are not modified frequently. How-
ever, too longawindow (e.g., oneyear) might be too noisy to have
predictive power. The “changed” factor considers the number of
changed (edited) lines in the prior threemonths for the threelev-
els of churn granularity. The “deleted” factor considers thenumber
of lines that have been deleted. The “growth” factor considers the
code’sgrowth in termsof linesof code; this can be either apositive
or negative number. “Total” considers the total number of churned
lines, and “percentage” considers thepercentage of churned lines.

3.2 Experimental Screening Process
Screening experiments are designed to quickly yet systemati-

cally narrow down large groups of independent variables, or inde-
pendent variable levels (treatments), into smaller subsets to further
investigate. They are often used as formative, exploratory work to
focusthedirection of research, andin settingswherelargenumbers
of treatment combinations and interactions areof interest.
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Wehaveused the experimental program analysis framework [20]
to create a screening methodology for selecting, from many po-
tentially expensive factors, a subset that could be used as inde-
pendent variables in logistic regression models for static analysis
warnings and programs. The goal of the screening methodology is
to convergeonindependent variablesfor logistic regression models
that accurately predict falsepositives andactionable static analysis
warnings in a cost-effectivemanner.

One reason to seek a cost-effective approach is that it may be
desirable to re-build predictive regression models at various points
in time such as when a significant number of new warnings have
been reported, the codebase of interest has experienced substantial
change, or it is of interest to investigatenew factors. Thefrequency
in which it may bedesirable to re-build models dueto such changes
would likely vary in different softwaredevelopment settings. How-
ever, we expect that many settings would use existing models to
predict static analysis warnings for at least a moderate length of
timebeforeupdated models arebuilt.

In this work, we consider a screening methodology with up to
four stagesthat attemptsto identify at least six predictivefactorsfor
apredictivemodel. Weselected four stagesto accommodateranges
of 5%, 25%, 50%, and 100% of the total warnings, the reasonsand
goals of which arepresented in theupcoming discussion. We chose
a cut-off of six factors because we wanted to ensure that we were
left with at least somefactorsfor model building. Six factorsis also
close to the number of factors considered in the models developed
by Nagappan et al. [16] andBell et al. [4, 18].

The first stage of the screening methodology considers 5% of
static analysis warnings and source code. The goal of this stage is
to consider a small subset of warnings and eliminate factors that
appear to have little of the predictive power needed to build accu-
ratemodels. After gathering data for this small subset of warnings,
we build a logistic regression model from the resulting data and
perform an Analysis of Deviancefor generalized linear models [6]
to individually evaluate each factor.

Becausestatistical models aredesigned to closely model thedata
onwhich they werebuilt, Analysis of Deviance considershow well
each factor in the model reduces the fitted model’s deviance from
thefitted data. Asalogistic regression model, we expect our model
to fit data with a binomial dispersion, so Chi-squared tests are ap-
propriate for generating test statistics to evaluate each factor’s re-
duction in deviance [6]. We used these tests to evaluate each fac-
tor at each screening stage. In this first stage, we eliminated fac-
tors with effect sizes so small that the test statistics’ p-values were
greater than 0.80. These factors were judged to contribute little to
themodel’s goodness-of-fit to themodel building data.

If performing this elimination left six or fewer factors, wehalted
screening, and gathered data using the remaining 95% of warnings
according to the remaining factors. Otherwise, we considered an
additional 20% of the static analysis warnings in a second stage,
bringing the total number of considered warnings to 25%. (We
chose 25% so that one-quarter of the total warnings would be con-
sidered after this stage.) An Analysis of Deviance is then used to
eliminate factors whose test statistics’ p-values were greater than
0.50. Becausethis stage considersalarger amount of datathan pre-
vious stages, we chose an elimination criterion that wasmorestrict
than in the first stage, but was still lenient enoughto allow factors
to recover when moredata is available in subsequent screening.

The third stageof our screening methodology considers thenext
25% of warnings, for atotal of half of all warnings. The elimination
criterion here is more strict: p-values greater than 0.20. This was
chosen because, by this point, a sizable amount of data has been
gathered with which to make informed judgments.

If more than six factors remain, then these factors are used to
gather data for the last 50% of the data. After this fourth and final
stage, factors with non-significant p-values greater than 0.10 are
eliminated. The logistic regression model is then fit in R using the
remaining factors as independent variables.

3.3 Building ModelsFrom Screening Factors
We used the screening methodology described in Section 3.2 to

filter out factors listed in Section 3.1 with insufficient predictive
power. For aset of static analysis warnings to usefor collecting the
necessary data during screening, we chose asample of 1,652static
analysis warnings reported by FindBugs for Java code at Google.
(This sample is also the subject of our case study; seeSection 4.)
We present the resulting model for predicting false positive warn-
ings, built using theR statistical package[2], followed bythemod-
els for predicting actionable warnings.

3.3.1 Model for PredictingFalsePositives
Examining just 5% of the static analysis warnings in the first

stage of the screening experiment eliminated 15 of the 33 factors
initially considered. The 15 eliminated factors were (1–6) all six
project churn factors, (7–10) the growth and total churn factors for
both files and packages, (11) the churn percentage factor for files,
(12) the churn factor for changed linesin files, (13–14) thestaleness
factors for projectsandfiles, and (15) thefile extension. This stage
took 29minutes and 57seconds, with 62% of the time required to
screen the six project churn factors, 32% of the time required to
screen the six package churn factors, and 6% of the time for the
remaining 21factors.

Five factors were eliminated in the second stage of screening:
(16–17) the churn factors for lines deleted in files and packages,
(18) the churn factor for lines added in packages, (19) the churn
percentage in packages, and (20) the number of warnings in the
project. Because an additional 20% of the sampled warnings were
considered, this stage required 45minutes and 26seconds to com-
plete, even though only 18 factors were screened. This amount of
time was largely due to the four remaining package churn factors,
which required 84% of this timeto screen and happened to be elim-
inated in this stage.

The factors for (21) the file’s age and (22) number of warnings
in the file were eliminated in the third stage, which took nine min-
utes and seven seconds to complete. In the fourth and final stage,
thefactors for (23) theFindBugscategory and(24) thefile churn in
terms of changed lines were eliminated. Although only 11 factors
remained in this stage, it took 14minutes and 53seconds to com-
pletesincethe last 50% of thesampled warnings wereprocessed.

The nine factors selected by screening, as well as the intercept
(i.e., theβ0 coefficient) of theregression model, aresummarized in
Table 2. The significance of each factor on the model’s deviance
from the fitted data, as well as the coefficients of the fitted model
for each factor, are shown. The categorical variables such as the
BugRank range have coefficients for all but one level, which is
folded into the intercept.2 In Tables 2–4, the labels for the prior-
ity and BugRank range factors are as follows: VL stands for “Very
Low,” L for “Low,” M for “Medium,” andVH for “Very High.”

The adjusted R2 for this model, which describes the amount
of variation in the dependent variable that the model captures, is
0.3548. Althoughthis might seem low, it is actually quite reason-
able given the complexity of what the models are predicting. It
also indicates that there may be room for improvement in the form
of additional factors that capturemorevariation. However, we also

2R alphabetically folds the first level of categorical factors into the
intercept, which is “High” for priority andBugRank ranges.
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Factor P (> χ) Coefficients
Intercept -2.29064

FindBugspattern < 0.01 (not shown)
FindBugspriority < 0.01 M: 1.67002, L: 0.83176
Packagestaleness 0.07 -0.00227

BugRank < 0.01 0.23924
BugRank range < 0.01 VL: -9.02230, M: -8.24013,

L: -15.12205, VH: 2.83218
File churn: Added 0.03 0.00088

Code: Warning depth 0.04 -0.00678
Code: Indentation 0.10 -0.02704
Code: File length 0.03 -0.00032

Table 2: Factors selected through screening for false posit ive
prediction models. Coefficients for pattern are not shown.

note that there is some inherit variation in the setting we are ob-
serving (e.g., triaging engineers may not always agreeon whether
awarning identifiesareal problem), which is likely to keepR2 low.

The coefficients indicate how each factor affects the predictions
made by the model. (For the value predicted in Equation 1, values
close to 0.0 correspondto false positive predictions, while values
close to 1.0 correspond to true defects.) For example, the coef-
ficient of the package staleness factor is negative. As more time
passes sincethe previous static analysis warning in the package or
sub-packages, the model is more likely to predict that the warning
is a false positive. In contrast, the coefficient for the churn factor
for lines of code added to files is positive; thus, the model is more
likely to predict that thewarning is legitimateasthenumber of lines
recently added to files increases.

3.3.2 Models for ActionableWarnings
We consider two typesof models to predict actionable warnings.

Our first model is built using only thosewarnings identified as true
defects. For building this model, 12 factors were eliminated after
the first screening stage: (1–6) all six project churn factors, (7–
10) the growth and total churn factors for both files and packages,
(11) file extension, and (12) BugRank. The second stage saw the
elimination of (13) file length complexity and (14) the number of
warnings in the project. The third stage eliminated (15) line in-
dentation and (16) the churn factor for changed lines in packages.
Four factors were eliminated in the fourth and final stage: (17–18)
thestalenessof thepackagesand projects, (19) the churn factor for
changed lines in files, and (20) theFindBugs priority.

The 13 factors remaining after screening are summarized in Ta-
ble 3. For the category factor, C stands for “Correctness,” I for
“ Internationalization,” MC stands for “Malicious Code,” MTC for
“Multi-Threaded Correctness,” P for “Performance,” and S for
“Style.” The adjusted R2 for this model is 0.2477.

Our secondmodel is designed to predict actionable defects from
all warnings (i.e., both false positives and legitimate warnings).
Screening eliminated 18 factors: the six factors for project churn;
the changed lines, growth, and total lines churn factors for files
and packages; thepackage churn factor for added lines; indentation
complexity; file length; package and project staleness; and file ex-
tension. The 15 factors remaining after screening are summarized
in Table 4. The adjusted R2 for this model is 0.2611.

3.3.3 Discussion
It is interesting to observe trends in the factors that were con-

sistently selected and eliminated during screening. For example,
theproject churn factorswere consistently eliminated after thefirst
screening stage. Because many Google projects undergo a large

Factor P (> χ) Coefficients
Intercept -1.69250

FindBugspattern < 0.01 (not shown)
FindBugscategory < 0.01 C: 0.13550, MTC: 0.29493,

I: 13.41806, P: -0.44291,
MC: -13.52201, S: 0.29889

File age < 0.01 -0.00096
Warnings in file < 0.01 0.08125
File staleness < 0.01 0.00764

BugRank range < 0.01 VL: 16.44913, L: -0.35007,
M: -1.19761, VH: 1.16869

File churn: Added < 0.01 -0.00078
File churn: Deleted < 0.01 0.00083
File churn: Perc. < 0.01 0.00608
Dir churn: Added 0.02 0.00009
Dir churn: Deleted 0.01 -0.00013
Dir churn: Perc. < 0.01 0.01024

Code: Warning depth 0.03 -0.00623

Table 3: Factors selected for actionable prediction models con-
sidering only true defects. Coefficients for pattern are not
shown.

Factor P (> χ) Coefficients
Intercept -24.76222
Pattern < 0.01 (not shown)
Priority < 0.01 L: 1.17921, M: 1.87402

Category < 0.01 C: 1.58666, S: -0.21193
Warnings in file < 0.01 0.067965

File age < 0.01 -0.00107
File staleness < 0.01 0.00588

Project staleness 0.01 0.00488
BugRank 0.03 0.08894

BugRank range < 0.01 VL: 5.10045, M: -4.55509
L: -6.98454, VH: 2.66199

File churn: Added < 0.01 -0.00025
File churn: Deleted 0.01 0.00027
File churn: Perc. < 0.01 0.00408
Dir. churn: Perc. < 0.01 0.00894

Code: Warning depth 0.01 -0.00739

Table 4: Factors selected for actionable prediction models con-
sidering all warnings. Coefficients for pattern are not shown.

amount of churn, and becauseproject churn operatesat ahigh gran-
ularity, this factor may betoo noisy to beuseful in regression mod-
els for static analysis warnings, at least for three-month windows
of time. On the other hand, other factors such as bug pattern and
BugRank rangewere consistently selected byscreening.

We also saw trends within particular models. For example, the
actionable warnings model for true defects included the added,
deleted, and percentage churn factors at both the file and package
level, and excluded the changed, growth, and total factors for the
same levels. All of these trends suggest areas for future work re-
garding additional factors that, we believe, could further improve
theprecision of our models.

There could bebenefit in investigatingcertain factorsfurther, and
in considering new factors. For example, we considered a three-
month window for the churn factors, but larger or smaller windows
could be considered. Also, some factors, such as the number of
warningsandstalenessfactors, aremeasured at thepoint of screen-
ing rather than the time of the warning report. We measured at
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this point primarily with actionable warnings in mind; such a fluid
factor allowsusto measurewhether warningsare actionable at par-
ticular points in time. (As time passes, for example, code may
become obsoleteand older warnings may become lessactionable.
On the other hand, a sequenceof recent warning reports may spur
interest in a previously neglected file.) However, there is merit to
other approaches, which futurework could investigate.

Some of our factors are collinear, and models fit with such fac-
tors can suffer from reduced precision due to increases in standard
errors. We investigated collinear factors in this work because, at
this early stage in the work, we wished to consider many factors to
determinethosethat aremost preferable andshould bepursued fur-
ther. Finally, some factors were captured through non-continuous
variables. For example, “bug pattern” is a categorical variable of
the nominal type. This type of variable requires some manipula-
tion before inclusion in a regression model. Throughout this study,
we used the default mechanism provided by R to mark and encode
this typeof variable for usage in the regression models.

4. CASE STUDY
In this section we evaluate themodels generated in Section 3 for

predicting falsepositive andactionable static analysis warnings. In
addition to evaluating the accuracy of these models, we also eval-
uate the time taken to collect the data according to the screened
factors, andto build themodels in astatistical package. This evalu-
ation took place asa casestudy using a largeset of FindBugs static
analysis warnings at Google. We compared the models generated
from our screening methodology against three “controls.”

4.1 Design

4.1.1 Setting andWarning Samples
Our casestudy was performed using static analysis warnings re-

ported against Google’s Java codebase. The data set consists of
1,652 unique warnings selected from a population of tens of thou-
sands of warnings seen over a nine-month period from August 31,
2006to May 31, 2007. The warnings in the data set were manu-
ally examined andclassified aseither falsepositivesor truedefects
by two Google engineers from the triage team described in Section
2.1. The warnings deemed true defects were incorporated into bug
reportsandassigned to developers judged responsible for the code.

These engineers generally focused on higher-priority warnings
because finding important bugs was the primary goal [3]. Some-
times, BugRank was used to prioritize warnings to be examined.
Other times, warnings were prioritized by project. Warning pat-
ternswith only oneor two total warningsweregenerally examined.
Our sample of warningsincluded 157 of the286FindBugsbug pat-
terns and all seven FindBugs categories. The distribution by Find-
Bugs priority was: 38% High, 60% Medium, and 2% Low. The
distribution by BugRank Range was: 27% Very High, 32% High,
28% Medium, 12% Low, and lessthan 1% Very Low priority.

Westopped considering warningsonMay 31, 2007to allow over
threemonthsfor themost recently reported warningsto beresolved
by developers; thisstepwastaken tohelp prevent awarning’sreport
date from influencing whether it wasacted onwithin the context of
this study. The mean time to resolve defects reported by warnings
during this period was 34 days, with amedian of 10 days.

4.1.2 Independent Variables
The independent variable evaluated in this case study was the

model used to make predictions about warnings. A conjoined fac-
tor is themethodology used to generate themodels, as themethod-
ology determines thedataavailable for model building.

Screening models. Astreatment variables, we considered thethree
models for classifying warnings that were built from our screen-
ing methodology; we refer to these models as Screening. For
control variables, we compared each treatment model against three
baselinemodels and their accompanying design methodologies.

All-Data models. Asour first control, we attempted to collect data
for every factor listed in Section 3.1 for every sampled warning.
This baseline helps us assessthe gains in cost, as well as any loss
in precision, from screening factors. However, it is generally ill-
advised to build regression models using every factor without some
form of filtering. While many factors may be useful for predict-
ing false positives and actionable warnings, others will have little
predictive power due to little correlation to the sampled warnings.
Variable selection methodsareoften used to select themost predic-
tivefactorsthat best estimatethedependent variable, or toeliminate
theleast predictivefactors[10].3 Weselected backward elimination
for this first baseline, which we label All-Data.

Some factors were too expensive to collect data for even within
this study’s sample of warnings. Specifically, the project churn
metricstake an inordinateamount of timeto collect dueto thelarge
amount of code in someprojects. Because collecting data for these
metricswould be asignificant drain onthelimited number of avail-
able shared resources used by many Google engineers, we decided
not to consider project churn in All-Data. (However, we note
that these factors were quickly eliminated in screening due to their
apparent noise and lack of predictivepower.)

BOW models. Ascontrols, wewished to consider regression mod-
els used by other researchers. Althoughwe are not aware of pub-
lished models built for predicting characteristics of static analysis
warnings, they have been used in other software engineering do-
mains. Our next two controls are based on the work of Bell et
al. [4, 18], which we considered when designing our own factors.

Table 5 compares factors from [4, 18] with related factors from
Section 3.1. Our second control builds models using the factors
represented in the right-most column in Table 5. To build these
models, we collect data according to these six factors for the sam-
pled static analysis warnings. We refer to these models and their
datacollection methodology as theBOW models.

Our third control is an extension of theBOW models. While the
factors in BOW are based on years of research and development,
they were considered in a different context: predicting fault counts
in released software systems. Because we are considering models
for predicting static analysis warnings, the BOW models may lack
thenecessary context to provide accuratepredictionsin this setting.
To provide this context and set up a potentially more fair compar-
ison between BOW and Screening, we extended the BOW mod-
els in our third control by adding the “bug pattern” and “priority”
factors. We selected these because they are two standard factors
describing static analysis warnings that are provided directly by
FindBugs, and they are fine-grained, which may reduce the noise
in thefactors’ dataascompared to more coarse-grained factors like
“category.” Werefer to thesemodels as theBOW+ models.

4.1.3 Dependent Variables
We formulated two constructs to evaluate our models: the ac-

curacy of the logistic regression models’ predictions, and the cost
of building the models. We measure the time taken to build each
model as a dependent variable. This variable considers the sum of

3Such “post-mortem” elimination is actually the opposite of our
screening approach, which seeks to eliminate useless factors as
early as possible, rather than after all datahas been collected.
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Factor Ostrand et al. 2004[18] Bell et al. 2006[4] This work (Section 3.1)
Codesize Lines of code Lines of code Linesof code in file

ChangeHistory File changes (new, changed, unchanged) Recent changehistory Churned lines (file: added, changed, deleted)
File age Number of releases file has appeared File age in agiven month File age (# days file has existed)
# Faults Number of faults in previous release Recent history of faults Number of previous warnings in file

Table 5: Relating factors from Bell et al. to similar factors in this work.

the time required to gather the needed data from the warnings and
Javaprograms, and to generate themodels in R.

Our dependent variable for measuring accuracy compares the
predicted status of each warning to its known, triaged status, and
divides the number of correctly predicted warnings by the total
number of warnings. For false-positive-predicting models, we con-
sider thepredicted and known falsepositivestatusof each warning.
For models predicting actionable warnings, we consider whether
each legitimate warning led to developer actions resulting in a de-
fect fix, and compare this status with the models’ predictions. In
Section 4.2.2, we examine the incorrect predictions made by the
models, and compare the R2 values of the All-Data models to
theScreening models.

4.1.4 Procedures
It is difficult to measure the accuracy of regression models in an

unbiased manner, and there aremany designs for measuring model
precision. One common strategy is the “resubstitution” strategy,
where the models are used to classify the same data on which they
were fit. This design allows models to be evaluated using all avail-
able data, which would generally increase model precision, and
supports the evaluation of more representative models because the
models used in practice aregenerally built from thelargest possible
sample of data. A disadvantageof this design is that it suffers from
bias, as it generally overestimates the probability of correct clas-
sifications; however, Johnson [10] says that this bias is relatively
low for large data sets. Given these trade-offs, we use resubstitu-
tion as our first design, and consider a second design to provide an
additional view of our study’sdata.

Our second design uses holdout data, which is another common
strategy for evaluating regression models [17]. In holdout designs,
a percentage of the data set is withheld as a “validation” set, while
the remainder is used as a “model building” set. This approach
does not suffer from the bias of resubstitution; however, because it
does not maximize the amount of model-building data, intuitively,
it may underestimate model precision. There is also the issue of
how much data to withhold for validation. Withholding a small
amount of dataallowsthemodel to bebuilt with more information;
however, a validation set that is too small increases the likelihood
of anomalousprediction measurements, andmakesit moredifficult
to draw meaningful conclusions about the accuracy of the models
in general cases. To find balancein thepresenceof thesetrade-offs,
we consider threeratios of model building data to validation data
in our holdout designs: 70% model building data to 30% valida-
tion data, 80% model building to 20% validation, and 90% model
building to 10% validation. Furthermore, to limit the possibility
of anomalous results from oneparticular dataset, we randomly se-
lect threesets for each of our data ratios, and separately build and
evaluatemodels for each set of datawithin each ratio.

To collect the timing information regarding the cost of building
the prediction models for each independent variable, we measure
the time taken to gather the data according to the selected fac-
tors (or, in the case of screening, to screen the factors according
to the procedures in Section 3.2), and the time taken to build the
models in R. For theScreening models, the data gathering step

includes the periodic statistical analysis performed to analyze the
significanceof themeasured factorson the falsepositiveor action-
able warning effect being measured. For the All-Data models,
this latter effort includesthetimerequired to perform thebackward
elimination to filter out factors with low predictivepower.

Because the accuracy of the All-Data predictions are mea-
sured without the project churn factors, we consider both the time
required to build these models without the project churn data, and
the estimated time with project churn. Similarly, because we want
to compare Screening with All-Data to gauge the cost sav-
ings from screening factors, we measure the time required to build
the Screening models both with and without project churn.
(Project churn is not considered in the BOW models, so we mea-
sure timeonly oncefor thesemodels.)

4.1.5 Threats to Validity
We consider three types of threats to the validity of this case

study’s results [22]: external validity, internal validity, and con-
struct validity. We took various measures to mitigate our study’s
external validity threats. In terms of our sample of warnings, we
sampled over 1,600warnings over a nine-month period to help en-
surethat our study wasrepresentativeof thesetting at Google. This
sample considered 157FindBugs bug patterns, and all seven Find-
Bugs categories. FindBugs is also one of the more sophisticated
andwidely adopted static analysis tools available for Java.

Weused thewarningsexamined bytwo engineersto help control
for variation in triaging decisions amongsimilar warnings because
we wanted to isolate the effect of the models’ predictive power in
this study. In practice, we would expect greater variation in these
decisions due to triaging by additional engineers. Finally, different
results may be experienced in different software development set-
tings, with alternative factors for building logistic regression mod-
els, and with different static analysis tools other than FindBugs.
This threat can be addressed only by further empirical studies.

The bias in resubstitution designs is an internal validity threat
to the results from this methodology, thoughthis concern is miti-
gated due to this study’s large sample of warnings. Another inter-
nal validity threat to theholdout designs is theparticular validation
set used, as different validation sets may contribute to different re-
sults. This latter threat is stronger for the smaller validation sets.
For these reasons, we considered threeratios of model-building to
validation data, and three randomly selected assignments of data
within each ratio. Also, using two validation approaches reduces
the threats of drawing conclusions from just one approach.

Because engineersmay classify warningsdifferently, to help en-
sure consistent classifications, weselected only warningsexamined
by one of two engineers; however, this came at the cost of exter-
nal validity. The statistical generation of these logistic regression
models assumesthat theoccurrenceof falsepositive andactionable
warnings are binomially distributed. If these assumptions are not
met in our data, then the power and precision of the models may
decrease. Finally, althoughFindBugs offers support to track du-
plicate warnings, a single defect could be responsible for multiple
unique warnings reported by the tool. We allowed for this possible
bias because this scenario is likely to also facereal practitioners.
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Model Type Data Gathering Model Build ing
FalsePos. Actionable: Defects Actionable: All FalsePos. Actionable: Defects Actionable: All

Screening 0:01:39:23 0:06:48:10 0:06:57:11 < 00:01 < 00:01 < 00:01
(0:00:42:36) (0:03:42:55) (0:03:55:02)

All-Data 5:05:50:06 03:38 00:22 00:39
(0:04:21:01)

BOW 0:00:39:00 < 00:01 < 00:01 < 00:01
BOW+ 0:00:39:05 < 00:01 < 00:01 < 00:01

Table 6: Cost of build ing the four types of models. For “ data gathering,” the top row for Screening and All-Data is the time
with project churn; thesecond result is without project churn. Theformat of Data Gathering times is Days:Hours:Minutes:Seconds.
The format of Model Build ing times is Minutes:Seconds.

While we believe our constructs are reasonable, threats to con-
struct validity primarily derive from the legitimacy of the compar-
isons of our screening-based models to our controls. With regard
to the All-Data models, as described earlier, it was not feasi-
ble for us to gather the entirety of the data for every static analysis
warning for every factor; in fact, this scalability issuewasamotiva-
tion for using screening in the first place. Excluding some factors
from All-Data was the most feasible way to design this control
to evaluate the cost-effectivenessof screening.

With respect to the BOW models, these models were designed
using factors similar, but not identical, to those used in related
work [4, 18]. Furthermore, the BOW models are used in a dif -
ferent context than the one they were created for. We attempted to
mitigate this concern by also evaluating the BOW+ model, which
considers static analysis factors to give themodels context with re-
spect to the environment in which they areused in this study.

4.2 Results and Discussion
Wefirst discussresults pertaining to the cost of building themod-

els. We then discussthe accuracy of the models’ predictions and
the cost considerations required for this accuracy.

4.2.1 Cost
Table 6 summarizes the time taken to generate the logistic re-

gression models, which consistsof both data gathering and model
fitting. Data gathering is performed once according to the models’
data collection methodologies. The model building times shown
are the times taken to build the models using the entire sample of
data, as was done in Section 3.3. Recall from this section that
Screening selected more factors for the models predicting ac-
tionable warnings than did themodel predicting falsepositives, ac-
counting for theincreased datagathering timefor thesetwomodels.

It can take alarge amount of time to collect the data needed to
build the All-Data regression models when expensive metrics
like project churn are considered. In this case, Screening was
effective at reducing the cost of collecting data according to these
factors by filtering out factors such as project churn and file age
that, according to the screening, did not have the predictive power
to be considered further. By doing so, Screening took only a
fraction of the time for data gathering as did All-Data. Even
when the expensive project churn metrics were not considered, the
savings experienced throughscreening was notable; for example,
screening 28factorsrequired only 42minutesfor thefalse-positive-
predicting models.

TheBOWmodels required areasonable 39minutesto collect data
according to their six to eight fixed factors. It was more expensive
to build the Screening models than the BOW models—not sur-
prising considering thenumber of factors initially considered at the
beginning of screening, and the expense of many of those factors.
However, when the most expensive project churn metrics were not

considered in Screening, the time required to build the regres-
sion models, particularly themodels predicting falsepositives, was
closer to that for the BOW models. Of course, Screening and
BOW reflect two different types of scenarios. The BOW models re-
flect asituation wherethere arefixed factors, known beforehand, to
beinvestigated. Screening factors, ontheother hand, will generally
be more expensive than collecting data for the foregoing scenario,
depending onthe cost of the factors being screened.

Finally, it is important to note that generating models is unlikely
to be aone-time cost. Asnew tools are added, existing tools areup-
dated with new bug pattern detectors, and factors for model build-
ing are added or updated. It can becomenecessary to gather dataon
at least a subset of new warnings if updated models are to be built.
Our results indicate that Screening could be a cost-effective
means of collecting data in these types of scenarios.

4.2.2 PredictionAccuracy
Tables7 and 8summarize the accuracy of the logistic regression

models in predicting false positives and actionable static analysis
warnings. Ascan beseen, theScreening models weregenerally
themost accurate in predicting falsepositivesandactionable warn-
ings based on true defects (Table 7 and the top of Table 8). The
results indicate that Screening did not lose predictive power as
compared to theAll-Data models for these typesof predictions,
even doing better than theAll-Data models. The R2 values for
the All-Data models also indicate that the Screening mod-
els captured approximately the same amount of variation as the
All-Data models. The R2 values for the All-Data models
predicting false positives and actionable warnings from true de-
fects were 0.3586 and 0.2812, respectively, compared to 0.3548
and 0.2477for theScreening models.

These results were surprising. We had expected theAll-Data
models to be the most accurate due to their ability to leverage the
most available datawhen buildingmodels. It may bethat incremen-
tally screening factors is preferable to performing stepwise elimi-
nation procedures following data collection. It may also be that
collecting too much data at once in this type of setting is not de-
sirable because it inherently leaves a greater amount of noise in
the data that procedures such as stepwise elimination must try to
reduce. Performing this elimination in a systematic manner while
data is being collected, as does Screening, may be the prefer-
able method for selecting design variables for logistic regression
models for static analysis warnings.
Screening was not as precise, as compared to All-Data,

for predicting actionable warningsbased on both falsepositivesand
true defects (bottom of Table 8). However, as discussed in Section
4.2.1, this minor lossof precision camewith asubstantial reduction
of cost in terms of building the models. Also, the R2 values indi-
cate that the Screening models actually captured slightly more
variation (0.2611) than theAll-Data models (0.2511).
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Model Type Resubstitution Holdout Data
70/30 80/20 90/10

Screening 85.29% 87.48% 87.09% 86.54%
All-Data 85.71% 83.48% 84.74% 85.47%

BOW 76.51% 77.96% 78.73% 79.32%
BOW+ 84.62% 82.24% 83.81% 83.06%

Table7: Predicting falseposit ivewarnings. Holdout datashows
theaverageprecision of themodels from thethreeobservations.

Model Type Resubstitution Holdout Data
70/30 80/20 90/10

TrueDefects
Screening 77.32% 71.82% 71.68% 71.95%
All-Data 71.37% 71.42% 69.95% 70.97%

BOW 60.19% 61.30% 63.47% 62.74%
BOW+ 70.90% 67.04% 67.41% 69.79%

All Warnings
Screening 77.42% 72.02% 71.36% 71.94%
All-Data 73.73% 72.90% 75.26% 75.68%

BOW 62.23% 59.35% 60.77% 61.12%
BOW+ 73.91% 67.76% 69.50% 69.26%

Table 8: Predicting actionable warnings.

The Screening models were also more precise than the BOW
and BOW+ models as shown in Tables 7 and 8. These two models
performed relatively well for having been built using factors from a
different software engineering domain. While they werenot aspre-
cise as theScreening models, they were somewhat lessexpen-
sive to build. Although our areaof interest wasonewherewehave
many factors to investigate for static analysis models, this finding
suggests that practitioners who are not interested in investigating
many factors, and wish instead to use a fixed number of known
factors, may findsomesuccessif those factors arewell selected.

In terms of the deployment of FindBugs at Google, the
Screeningmodels represent an improvement with respect topre-
vious practices. We observed that 24% of examined warnings in
our sample, for all FindBugsbug patterns, werefalsepositives. For
actionable warnings, only 56% of thestatic analysis warnings indi-
cating true defects were acted on by developers; the percentage of
actionable warningsdrops to 42% when considering all static anal-
ysis warnings—not just thoseindicating truedefects. However, our
results indicate that thedeployment of the logistic regression mod-
els could decrease the number of false positives examined by en-
gineers from 24% to as low as 12.5%, and could ensure that over
70% of thewarningsexamined by developerswould be acted upon.

Had these models been used within our sample of 1,652 warn-
ings, triaging engineers would have examined hundreds of fewer
spurious and non-actionable warnings—not an insignificant sav-
ings when the cost of triaging is estimated at eight minutes per
warning (as discussed in Section 2.1). However, this comes at a
cost due to the incorrect predictions madeby themodels.

Not shown in Tables 7 and 8is a breakdown of where the mod-
els went wrongwhen incorrectly predicting warnings. For thefalse
positive models in the 70/30 holdout design in Table 7, 33% of the
incorrectly predicted warnings were predicted to be false positive
when the warnings were actually legitimate, while 67% of incor-
rectly predicted warnings werepredicted to be legitimate when the
warnings were false positive. For the actionable models based on
truedefects in thesamedesign (top of Table 8), 40.3% of theincor-

rectly predicted warningswerepredicted to betrivial warnings, but
were actually acted on by developers, while 59.7% of thewarnings
werepredicted to be actionable, but werenot acted on.

Though not by intent, themodels tended to be conservative. Be-
cause there were more false positives predicted to be legitimate
warnings, and more non-actionable warnings predicted to be ac-
tionable, triaging engineers would seemore of the types of warn-
ingsthey wished toavoid (e.g., falsepositives) than important warn-
ings that should not be missed (e.g., warnings identifying true de-
fects). Generally speaking, the costsof examining more falseposi-
tives versus missing legitimate warnings (and, similarly, non-
actionable versusactionable warnings) needs to be evaluated in the
context of thesoftwarebeing analyzed with static analysis, and the
development organization asawhole. In futurework, improvement
in the areaswherethemodels gowrongin termsof incorrectly pre-
dicted warnings is likely to comethroughmoresophisticated static
analysis tools, additional factors with improved predictive power,
anda larger sample of warnings onwhich to build models.

5. RELATED WORK
To our knowledge, we are the first to look closely at predicting

developer response to static analysis warnings. There are several
threads of related work, however, that use statistical models to fil-
ter or prioritizestatic analysis warnings. Heckman [7] has recently
proposed the use of adaptive models that utilize feedback from de-
velopersto rank warnings in order to identify falsepositives. These
rankings are derived from models using factors whose coefficients
change after developer feedback, and were effective in favorably
ranking and identifying falsepositivewarnings [7].

Kremenek andEngler developed aranking algorithm (z-ranking)
to prioritize warnings for a single warning type (i.e., a single
“checker” ) [14]. The algorithm is based on their observation that
clusters of warnings are usually either all false positives due to
tool limitations, or all true defects due to developer confusion. Z-
rankingwaseffective at prioritizing legitimatewarningsabovefalse
positives [14]. A generalization of this work produced an adaptive
ranking scheme called Feedback Rank [13]. This work used code
locality (function, file, and directory) to identify clusters of false
positivesand legitimatewarnings. The adaptive aspect of the algo-
rithm updates warning prioritiesas nearby warnings are classified.

Because we triaged priority warnings acrossan entire codebase
rather than focusing onall thewarningsfor particular files, our data
set appears to be too sparse to directly support correlation by file
locality : 85% of legitimatewarningsand 80% of falsepositivesap-
pear as the only warning from a file. We do have anumber of file,
package, and project factors that would be the same for warnings
reported at thesametime, for thesamefile. If thesefactorsaccount
for some of the file locality correlation observed by Kremenek et
al., our models should correlate warnings for different files that
have similar values, as measured by factor metrics. We also in-
clude the general notion of warning clustering by including warn-
ing counts for files; this factor was selected by screening for both
of our models predicting actionable defects. While our logistic re-
gression models are not adaptive, our BugRank factor is because it
incorporates observed, evolving data regarding false positives and
resolved warnings.

Kim and Ernst [11, 12] use fixed information mined from soft-
ware changehistoriesto estimatetheimportanceof warnings. They
use this information to improve the default priorities assigned by
the tools. For our data set, we have actual “fix data” from our
bugtracking system that should bemore accurate than datamining
changehistories. However, our data is then limited to thewarnings
filed as defects against developers. In theory, we could expand our
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data set to also include warnings that disappeared during changes.
However, the cost of mining version histories would be similar to
the cost of computing code churn, which is prohibitively expensive
in our setting. There were also notable differences in our obser-
vations that indicate the need for further study in this area. For
example, “equals used to compare unrelated types” is one of our
most frequently fixed warnings. However, Kim and Ernst observe
long delaysin fixing thesewarning patternsandrank them low [11].
This is an interesting areafor further study.

The models presented in this paper operate by classifying each
warning rather than ranking all warnings. It would be interesting to
seehow classification and ranking models compare in practice.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The return on investment for static analysis tools like FindBugs

is limited bythe cost of checking whether reported warningscorre-
spondto faults and, as important, of assessing whether such warn-
ings are worth further effort. The magnitude of this limitation is
evident both in prior work and in our study of 1,652triaged warn-
ings, where approximately 24% of warnings were false positives,
and only 56% identifying truedefectswere acted on by developers.

In this paper we aimed to maximize static analysis tools’ return
on investment by developing models that predict whether reported
warningsconstituteactionable faults. Given that our setting is char-
acterized bythepossible need to regularly re-build andadjust mod-
els, and byconstraints on large-scale metric collection, it was also
important to devise an approach that would enable efficient model
building. The proposed screening approach for model building ac-
complishes this by quickly discarding metrics with low predictive
power—avoiding their collection throughout a large codebase.

In our empirical study we found that the predictive power of
the models built on screened data was, in general, at least as good
as that of the models utiliz ing the whole warning data sets, while
incurring significantly lessdata collection effort. The screening-
based models were able to accurately predict false positive warn-
ingsover 85% of thetimeonaverage, andactionable warningsover
70% of the time. Furthermore, the screening models consistently
performed better than existing predictive models that we adapted
fromaslightly different software engineeringcontext. Asexpected,
however, such improvement required additional datacollection.

Based onthis experience, andmoregenerally, we conjecturethat
screening will beparticularly useful at early stagesof model build-
ing, when there are an abundanceof factors considered to have an
effect on the target dependent variable, and especially appealing in
the presence of factors whose associated metrics are expensive to
collect. This work also indicates that regression models may be
effective in settings involving static analysis warnings, and shows
promise for futurework in this area.

Wehaveworked to deploy thesemodels acrossour development
practices at Google in order to reduce the number of needlessly
examined warnings by triaging engineers. When generalized to
the tens of thousands of warnings that have been reported in our
software development environment, the savings from using these
models could besubstantial.
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